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Disclaimer 

This document contains material, which is the copyright of certain xLiMe consortium parties, and may not 
be reproduced or copied without permission.  

All xLiMe consortium parties have agreed to full publication of this document.  

The commercial use of any information contained in this document may require a license from the 
proprietor of that information. 

Neither the xLiMe consortium as a whole, nor a certain party of the xLiMe consortium warrant that the 
information contained in this document is capable of use, or that use of the information is free from risk, 
and accept no liability for loss or damage suffered by any person using this information. 
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Executive Summary  

This document presents description of the functional requirements for the demonstrator (revised early 
prototype) of the xLiMe project. It also provides an updated review of case studies with the focus on how 
to apply and integrate key research contributions of the project into the production pipeline of the three 
use-case partner companies and create commercial gain.  

The main goal of task T1.4 is to gather and systemize the requirements for the xLiMe system based on the 
case studies, feedback from the reviewers and commercial viability analysis. We critically review case 
studies focusing on how to apply and integrate key research contributions of the project into the 
production pipeline of all use case partners. The outcome will be a requirements document on (a) how to 
integrate a solution for near real-time cross-lingual, cross-media information linking and knowledge 
extraction with the business processes within the companies, (b) to define a set of possible services built on 
top of the xLiMe technology which will be used within case studies, and (c) to define languages and media 
types relevant for the case studies. 

This deliverable is the second outcome of the task T1.4, which provides revised functional specifications for 
the xLiMe prototype, using the pre-existing technologies and the technology developed in the first two 
years of the project. In order to keep pace with new use cases and the technological developments within 
the project, the requirements will be revised once again at the beginning of the third year based on the 
feedback from the validation process and this document will serve as basis for future updates. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Use Cases 

There are three use cases that will provide requirements, feedback end evaluation. They will be run by the 
following partners: 

 ZATTOO [1] is a pioneer of IPTV and leader in Switzerland and Germany, with additional presence 
in France, Spain, UK, Luxemburg, and Denmark.  Zattoo earns income from ads, premium services, 
and B2B relationships. ZATTOO’s proprietary technology assets include cloud-based recording 
which is currently configured to store over 200,000 hours (120 live TV channels are continuously 
recorded over the past 7 days and individual recordings for users in several countries) . 

 VICO Research & Consulting GmbH [2] is concentrated on social media measurement and analysis, 
and the construction of social media monitoring systems as well as social media consulting. Their 
main customers are consumer goods manufacturers and marketing agencies. Clients amongst 
others are LG Electronics, Commerzbank, Symantec Europe, BMW, EnBW, Ferrero, Central, 
ENVIVAS, T-Systems, Mazda Europe, and Mindshare. 

 ECONDA GmbH [3] focuses on web-analytics and recommendation solutions. For several years 
running, ECONDA is listed as one of the Top Five of web-analytics tools by independent experts. 
More than 1,000 satisfied e-business customers rely on ECONDA’s web-analytics solutions. This 
includes customers such as retailers, textile specialists, manufacturers, brands, service providers, 
portals, publishers, price comparators, publishing houses, newspapers and NGOs.  

 

The use cases have been carefully selected in order to demonstrate the advantages of the technology 
developed within the project. They will focus on three different applications of interest to different 
stakeholders: 

 Cross-media content enrichment:  Providing multimedia content consumers with additional 
related content enhances the service provided by companies such as ZATTOO. The xLiMe project 
will develop applications, which will enable enrichment of the multimedia content of TV-channels 
watched by ZATTOO-users with related content, originating from other media sources (e.g., tweets, 
blog posts, YouTube videos, news articles, Wikipedia pages, etc.). The approach will be based on 
content, not on user behaviour.  

 Cross-media analytics: The social media consulting process can be further enhanced by relating 
collections of social media documents on a topic to related TV-channels about the same topic. For 
instance to measure the coverage of topics in mainstream media which are trending in social 
media. From a business standpoint, brands are a topic of special interest for our use-case partners. 
The xLiMe project will provide tools to enable the annotation of mainstream multimedia streams 
with select advertisement presence and product placement data, which will then be used to 
establish the connection between social and mainstream media. The annotation of the stream will 
be done by detecting logos, brands and products in the multimedia stream and linking to the 
product shown in the ad. Initially, this will be done for a limited, predetermined number of logos, 
brands and products/groups of products.  

 Cross-media product recommendations:  
Once the cross-modal product placement data has been extracted from both mainstream and 
social media, this information can be used to enhance the performance of e-Commerce web sites 
(web shops) by providing better recommendations.   
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1.2 Applications Developed within the Use Cases 

To illustrate the possibilities offered by the xLiMe technology, we detail the set of applications which will be 
developed within the use cases. 

1.2.1 Cross-media Content Enrichment and Search 

Description of the problem – Providing written web media consumers with additional related content 
available from ZATTOO IPTV channels and an efficient way to search the content, will enhance the services 
provided by ZATTOO.  

Description of possible solutions – to enable this application the problem will be solved using the semantic 
search component developed in T5.1, which will rely on components for semantic disambiguation (T4.2), 
semantic graph construction (T4.3), text from speech (T2.1) and text annotation (T3.3). The system will 
provide real-time recommendations for currently showing IPTV content related, which can then be 
provided to customers reading articles on Web news portals.  

Description of the evaluation – There are hard (directly measurable) and soft (subjective perception of the 
involved parties) metrics that can be used to evaluate the usefulness and effectiveness of the system: 

 Precision and recall of the system evaluated on the test dataset. 

 Satisfaction of content-providers based on the additional information provided (Is the additional 
content relevant to the main content?) 

 Satisfaction of content-consumers with the enriched content, measured by the number of users 
that choose to view the additional content. 

 

1.2.2 Cross-media Brand and Topic Monitoring 

Description of the problem – Product placement is a widely used technique, for brand and product 
marketing in multimedia. To evaluate the effectiveness of such techniques and provide additional value 
services to both customers and advertisers, the presence of and discussions about brands and logos in 
multi- and social media content needs to be detected. To fully support analysis we also need to relate 
collections of media documents on a topic to the relevant media channels and content and measure the 
coverage of topics in different media stream, e.g. to monitor the take-up of topics in mainstream media 
which are trending in social media.  

Description of possible solutions – To enable this application the problem will be solved using the event 
monitoring and opinion diffusion component developed in T5.2, which will rely on components for text 
from social media (T2.3), audio (T3.1), video (T3.2), text annotation (T3.3) and semantic graph construction 
(T4.3). The system will provide annotations showing the placement of prespecified logos in the media 
streams and will provide web analytics for related content, stemming from different media sources, which 
can then be provided to VICO and ECONDA customers. 

Description of the evaluation – There are several hard (directly measurable) and soft (subjective 
perception of the involved parties) metrics that can be used to evaluate the usefulness and effectiveness of 
the system: 

 Precision and recall of the system evaluated on the test dataset. 

 Satisfaction of content-providers based on the annotation information provided (Is the detection 
accurate enough?) 

 Satisfaction of web-analytics experts based on the annotation information provided (Is the 
detection relevant enough?) 
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 Satisfaction of the use-case partners with the additional information provided (Is the social media 
content related to the mainstream media content?) 

 Satisfaction of the use-case partners’ customers with the additional information provided (Are the 
mainstream-media-content-derived metrics an added value?) 

 

1.2.3 Cross-media product recommendations 

Description of the problem – Recommending products to the consumers is a technique widely used to 
enhance web sales. To evaluate the effectiveness of such techniques and provide additional value services 
to both customers and advertisers, the presence of and discussions about brands and logos in multi- and 
social media content needs to be detected. To fully support analysis we also need to relate collections of 
media documents on a topic to the relevant media channels and content and measure the coverage of 
topics in different media stream, e.g. to monitor the take-up of topics in mainstream media which are 
trending in social media. Finally, based on this data, we need to provide recommendation algorithms that 
will ensure optimal sales.  

Description of possible solutions – To enable this application the problem will be solved using the 
recommendation engine developed in T5.4, which will rely on components for text from speech (T2.1), text 
from social media (T2.3) audio (T3.1), video (T3.2), text annotation (T3.3), semantic disambiguation (T4.2) 
and usage and performance analytics and prediction (T5.3). The system will provide recommendations of 
products to be shown to ECONDA customers. 

Description of the evaluation – There are several soft (subjective perception of the involved parties) 
metrics that can be used to evaluate the usefulness and effectiveness of the system: 

 Satisfaction of content-providers based on the recommendation information provided (Is the 
detection accurate enough?) 

 Satisfaction of web-analytics experts based on the recommendation information provided (Is the 
detection relevant enough?) 

 Satisfaction of the use-case partners’ customers with the additional information provided (Are the 
cross-media-content-derived recommendations an added value?) 
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2 Requirements for Demonstrator 

In this section, we will review the three mentioned use cases. Based on the detailed analysis of case studies 
needs and the pre-existing and technologies developed within the xLiMe consortium during the first year of 
the project, we derive the functional requirements for the demonstrator that are essential to the use cases. 

2.1 Prototype of the ZATTOO Use Case 

ZATTOO is an IPTV provider and earns income from ads, premium services, and B2B relationships. The 
xLiMe use case for the demonstrator will focus on a specific B2B service that ZATTOO provides to online 
written news portals. As shown in Figure 1, news portals embed a ZATTOO-branded live TV player in their 
TV/Entertainment section. Before accessing the content, the users are required to watch an advertisment, 
generating revenue to both ZATTOO and the news portal. 

The service is based on a simple approach, providing only live TV and a manually selected link to a single 
specific channel. Editorially curated in this way, the embedded player is shown for specific topics/articles. 
Today, ZATTOO is cooperating with 16 national and regional news portals in Switzerland. 

  

 

Figure 1 ZATTOO Player Embedded in 20 Minuten News Portal. 

http://www.20min.ch/entertainment/tv/story/Ist-das-noch-Service-public--14979774
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2.1.1 Cross-media Content (News) Enrichment  

xLiMe technology will be used to automate and improve the news enrichment services of ZATTOO, by 
selecting a live video stream, from a predefined pool of channels, which is most related to the news article. 
To do so we will use both the xLiMe multimedia analysis tools to extract the data from a selected number 
of ZATTOO channels and data gathered from external multimedia sources like news and social media 
content. 

Rather than providing a static link to a live IPTV channel, which often causes the readers to access 
unrelated content, especially for archived articles, the xLiMe news enrichment prototype will continuously 
update the links to ensure that the most relevant content currently airing on any related channel is 
provided to the users. 

 

Table 1 Cross-media Content (News) Enrichment and Search for ZATTOO Use Case 

Identifier UC1 

Name Cross-media content (news) enrichment 

Input a) IPTV stream 

b) Social media stream 

c) News stream 

Output a) Set of matching articles/videos 

b) Visualization of matching content 

Languages xLiMe languages 

Media xLiMe media 

Related tasks in Y1 T1.3 Data infrastructure – must provide sufficient corpora of existing 
content for experimentation and sufficient coverage of relevant IPTV 
services to match content to. 

T2.1 Text from speech – will need to provide efficient annotation of audio 
in the IPTV stream, using EPG data to select specific parts of the audio 
stream that need to be processed. 

T3.3 Text Annotation – will use the XLike pipeline to annotate text in 
different languages. 

T4.2 Semantic Disambiguation – will be used to enable real time 
recommendations for real time IPTV streams, including the confidence 
scores for the recommended channel. 

T4.3 Semantic Graph Construction (Event and Opinion Extraction) - will 
produce a dynamic semantic graph structure (of Linked-Data type) 
suitable for higher level operators. 

T5.1 Semantic Search – will be used to recommend an IPTV stream based 
on a given URL of a news article page. 

Evaluation  a) Accuracy of identified zattoo.com content matching news article 
content 

b) Relevancy of recommended content (focused user study) 
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Formally the task is defined as follows: Given a news portal article, identify most relevant content currently 
airing from a pool of IPTV streams and provide a confidence score for this selection. This will be done using 
the xLiMe multimedia annotation tools, as well as knowledge derived from multi-lingual social media and 
news stream. Assembling a relevant content list requires cross-media cross-lingual integration with 
ZATTOO.com content.  

 

2.2 Prototype of the VICO Use Case 

VICO is focused on social media measurement and analysis, and the construction of social media 
monitoring systems as well as social media consulting. The core of the technology competence of VICO 
constitutes a self-developed parsing technology as well as a system architecture which integrates different 
technologies. The system is able to collect very huge data volumes from the different social web sources 
and to convert them with the help of text mining and data mining algorithms. 

The core of the business of VICO is consulting concerning the integration of these data and the 
accumulated knowledge into the company processes. VICO is mainly working for online marketing. 
However, it also works in the fields of market research, quality management, human resources, sales, 
service, CRM, PR, controlling and business intelligence intensively. 

VICO use case of xLiMe will focus on integrating text and multimedia data across social and mainstream 
media. 

 

Figure 2 VICO Monitoring Dashboard. 
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2.2.1 Cross-media Analytics 

VICO experts can access the results of crawling and social media mining through a monitoring dashboard 
(Figure 2), where they can run sophisticated queries on the data. The use case will focus on expanding the 
data available through the dashboard by including data derived from mainstream media (TV channels and 
news feeds).  

The task in the VICO use case is to relate media documents on a topic to related channels about the same 
topic and to measure the coverage of topics in mainstream and social media which are trending in social 
media, e.g. to monitor the take-up of topics in mainstream media which are trending in social media. This 
will involve detection of ads and products appearing in the IPTV and social media stream based on text, 
audio and image features, counting of the number of mentions of a brand, showing the context of those 
mentions, and potentially associating sentiment with brand. 

Table 2 Cross-media Brand and Topic Monitoring for VICO Use Case 

Identifier UC2 

Name Cross-media brand and topic monitoring 

Input a) Mainstream media stream 

b) Social media stream 

c) Brand and product information, and advertisements from clients 
of the Use Case partners (e.g. Deutsche Telekom) 

Output a) A set of matched cross-media stream content 

b) Summarization and Visualization of matched brand-related 
content 

Languages xLiMe languages 

Media xLiMe media 

Related tasks in Y1 T1.3 Data infrastructure – must provide sufficient corpora of existing 
brand related content for experimentation and sufficient coverage of the 
target brand and topic present in mainstream and social media stream. 

T2.3 Social media text processing – will process social media streams to 
the stage suitable for cross-lingual and cross-media processing. 

T3.1 Audio annotation – will be used for sentiment detection related to 
brand appearance. 

T3.2 Video annotation – will be used to detect brand logo detection in 
the mainstream media stream. 

T3.3 Text Annotation – will be used for text-based sentiment detection 
and to enable the use of emerging entities for text annotation.  

T4.3 Semantic Graph Construction (Event and Opinion Extraction) - will 
produce a dynamic semantic graph structure of the cross-modal topic 
registry. 

T5.2 Event Monitoring and Opinion Diffusion - used to provide input for 
the monitoring dashboard. 

 

Evaluation  a) Accuracy of identified content matching between social and 
mainstream media. 

b) Relevancy of matched content for VICO and ZATOO analytics 
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(focused user study) 

 

Formally the task is defined as follows:  Given a set of brand- and topic-related social media items A = {a1, 
…, am} and a mainstream media stream s, with recent segment history H(s)={c1,…,cn}, identify the segment 
ci matching ajϵA. 

  

2.3 Prototype of the ECONDA Use Case 

ECONDA provides both recommendation and analytics solutions to their customers. A sample page from an 
e-Store using ECONDA Cross Sell solution recommendations is shown in Figure 3. Shows one of the data 
visualizations provided to ECONDA customers as a part of their Monitor application. 

 

 

Figure 3 E-store using ECONDA recommendations. 
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Figure 4 Sample view from ECONDA Monitor. 

 

The focus of the ECONDA use case will be on enhancing the ECONDA product recommendation and 
monitoring features using the xLiMe data and technology. This will result in new widgets for ECONDA 
Monitor and Cross Sell solutions.  

xLiMe technology will be used to detect specific brands (logos) and general groups of products (such as 
“black boots”, “red sandals”, etc) in both images from social networks and IPTV streams. 
 
For IPTV streams ZATTOO usage data will be used to provide information on how many people are viewing 
a specific segment of the stream.  
 

Table 3 Cross-media Product Recommendations for ECONDA Use Case 

Identifier UC3 

Name Cross-media product recommendations 

Input d) IPTV stream 

e) Social media stream 

f) News stream 

g) Logos and product feed (including images and descriptions) 

h) Cross-media  

Output c) List of product recommendations 

d) Widgets or banners based on product recommendations 

Languages xLiMe languages 

Media xLiMe media 

Related tasks in Y1 T1.3 Data infrastructure – must provide sufficient corpora of existing 
content for experimentation and sufficient coverage of relevant IPTV 
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services to match content to. 

T2.1 Text from speech – will provide annotation of audio in the IPTV 
stream. 

T2.3 Social media text processing – will process social media streams to 
the stage suitable for cross-lingual and cross-media processing. 

T3.1 Audio annotation – will be used for sentiment detection related to 
brand appearance. 

T3.2 Video annotation – will be used to detect brand logos and select 
(groups of) products in the mainstream media stream. 

T3.3 Text Annotation – will use the XLike pipeline to annotate text in 
different languages. 

T4.2 Semantic Disambiguation – annotation of occurrences of logos and 
products. 

T5.1 Semantic search – core technology to access data from the xLiMe 
pipeline. 

T5.3 Usage and Performance Analytics and Prediction – will be used to 
provide metrics of the reach of IPTV streams (current viewers). 
 
T5.4 Recommendation Engine – will be used to provide products 

recommendations. 
 

Evaluation  c) Recall of detected product placements 

d) Accuracy and recency of product recommendations 

e) Performance of recommendation widget (measured by click 
through rate using A/B testing) 

 

 

2.4 Functional Requirements for the Demonstrator 

According to the detailed analysis of the use cases, the functional requirements for the demonstrator 
described below must be implemented to allow the users to perform each use case. Each requirement 
includes a short description and is referred to the corresponding tasks in the project. 

Functional requirement 1: Text from speech 

For the functional requirement of early text from speech, a component and an API for generating text from 
speech has been provided in the early prototype. The component focuses on clean speech from TV 
channels, for all xLiMe languages.  The early prototypes provide “transcripts” of xLiMe TV streams. For the 
demonstrator the main focus will be on making the text to speech component more efficient and less 
resource-intensive, possibly by using additional information (e.g. EPG data) to limit the number of stream 
chunks processed. 

Functional requirement 2: Text from video 

For the functional requirement of text from video, a suitable VOCR component has been developed in year 
one. The early prototype provides transcriptions of flat text present in xLiMe TV streams. For the 
demonstrator, the VOCR will be adapted to ensure optimal operation on text relevant to the use cases. 
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Functional requirement 3: Social media text processing 

For the functional requirement of early text from video social media text processing, we need to improve 
social media stream processing to be able to handle emerging topics and hastags.  

Functional requirement 4: Audio annotation 

For the functional requirement of early audio annotation, a component to perform lightweight 
approximate annotation of audio streams in terms of emotional content has been developed within the 
early prototype and needs to be further improved to enable efficient annotation for content relevant for 
the use cases.  

Functional requirement 5: Video annotation 

For the functional requirement of video annotation, we need to improve the xLiMe tools to perform 
lightweight approximate annotation of video streams in terms of appearance of brand logos and select 
product groups. The resulting annotation will annotate the video stream with information indicating the 
presence of a limited number of brands and products.  

Functional requirement 6: Text Annotation 

For the functional requirement of text annotation, tools to perform lightweight approximate annotation 
between text, represented in structures and semi-structured forms as result of WP2, and the selection of 
relevant knowledge resources such as Wikipedia and Linked-Open-Data have been developed in the first 
year. For the demonstrator we need to extend the relevant resources to enable annotation of emerging 
topics and entities relevant for the use cases which are not part of the existing knowledge resources.  

Functional requirement 7: Semantic Disambiguation 

For the functional requirement of semantic disambiguation, we need to enable real time recommendations 
for real time IPTV streams, including the confidence scores for the recommended channel as well as 
annotation of occurrences of logos and products. 

Functional requirement 8: Semantic search component 

For the functional requirement of early statistical content linking, we need to create the ability to do search 
over different languages and media types using the similarity measures provided by early statistical content 
linking. The user should be able to search for any media in any media type in any language. The result will 
be a set of content matching the query media item. 

Functional requirement 9: Usage and Performance Analytics and Prediction  
For the functional requirement of usage and performance analytics and prediction, we need to enable the 
retrieval of data concerning the reach of specific IPTV streams/content, e.g. the number of current viewers. 
 
T5.4 Recommendation Engine 

For the functional requirement of the recommendation engine, we need to develop the functionality to 
provide product recommendations based on topics trending in cross-modal xLiMe data. 

 

Table 4 Functional Requirement for Text from Speech 

Identifier RQ1 

Name Text from Speech 

Description To improve the efficiency of the existing tools for generating text from 
audio. 

Input An audio stream of people speaking  

Output Text stream 
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Languages xLiMe languages 

Media Audio 

Motivation Cross-media content enrichment and search (ZATTOO), Cross-media 
brand and topic monitoring (VICO) 

Related task T2.1 Text from speech – will provide annotation of audio in the IPTV 
stream with the mentions of the specific product. 

Evaluation  Accuracy of the detected text 

 

 

Table 5 Functional Requirement for Text from Video 

Identifier RQ2 

Name Text from Video 

Description To improve tools for detecting textual descriptions related to use cases in 
video (brand names and select products). 

Input An IPTV video stream  

Output Extracted text from the video stream 

Languages Language of the video stream 

Media Video 

Motivation Cross-media brand and topic monitoring (VICO) 

Related task T2.2 Text from video 

Evaluation  a) Precision of the extraction 

b) Recall of extraction 

 

Table 6 Functional Requirement for Social Media Text Processing 

Identifier RQ3 

Name Social Media Text Processing 

Description This deliverable will enable use-case partners’ platforms to use incoming 
social media text data for the purpose of further linguistic processing. 

Input Social media stream  

Output Normalized social media text for further linguistic processing. 

Languages Selected xLiMe language 

Media Text 

Motivation Cross-media brand and  monitoring (VICO), Cross-media product 
recommendations (ECONDA) 

Related task T2.3 Social media text processing 

Evaluation  Performance of the conversion 
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Table 7 Functional Requirement for Video Annotation 

Identifier RQ3 

Name Video annotation 

Description To improve tools for basic semantic processing of video, focused  on 
brand  and select product category recognition 

Input IPTV stream 

Output Annotations of brand logo and product appearances 

Languages Language of the video stream 

Media Video 

Motivation Cross-media brand and topic monitoring (VICO), Cross-media product 
recommendations (ECONDA) 

Related task T3.2 Video annotation – will be used to detect brand logos and select 
product categories in the IPTV stream 

Evaluation  a) Precision of the generated annotations 

b) Recall of generated annotations 

c) Precision of timing information for advertisements 

 

 

Table 8 Functional Requirement for Audio Annotation 

Identifier RQ4 

Name Audio annotation 

Description To improve existing tools for basic sentiment detection in audio 

Input IPTV audio stream 

Output Annotations of sentiment 

Languages xLiMe languages 

Media Audio 

Motivation Cross-media brand and topic monitoring (VICO), Cross-media product 
recommendations (ECONDA)  

Related task T3.1 Audio annotation – will be used to detect sentiment in the IPTV 
audio stream 

Evaluation  a) Precision of the generated annotations 

b) Recall of generated annotations 

c) Precision of timing information for advertisements 
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Table 9 Functional Requirement for Text Annotation 

Identifier RQ5 

Name Text annotation 

Description To improve tools for annotating topics, brands and products in text in 
different languages. 

Input a) Text 

b) Knowledge base 

Output Semantic annotations 

Languages xLiMe languages 

Media Text 

Motivation Cross-media content enrichment (ZATTOO), Cross-media brand and topic 
monitoring (VICO), Cross-media product recommendations (ECONDA) 

Related task T3.3 Text Annotation – will be used to detect semantics in textual data 

Evaluation  a) Precision of the generated annotations 

b) Recall of generated annotations 

 

Table 10 Functional Requirement for Semantic Disambiguation 

Identifier RQ6 

Name Semantic Disambiguation 

Description To improve tools to compute semantic relatedness of contents for all 
required languages and all required content types. 

Input Annotated content 

Output Semantic relatedness 

Languages xLiMe languages 

Media XLiMe media 

Motivation Cross-media content enrichment (ZATTOO), Cross-media brand and topic 
monitoring (VICO), Cross-media product recommendations (ECONDA) 

Related task T4.2 Semantic Disambiguation  

Evaluation  Accuracy of predicting the similarity of known but withheld aligned media 
items. 

 

Table 11 Functional Requirement for Semantic Graph Construction  

Identifier RQ6 

Name Semantic Graph Construction  

Description To create tools to enable handling emerging entities. 

Input Annotated content 

Output Semantic graph 

Languages xLiMe languages 
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Media XLiMe media 

Motivation Cross-media content enrichment (ZATTOO), Cross-media brand and topic 
monitoring (VICO), Cross-media product recommendations (ECONDA) 

Related task T4.3 Semantic Graph Construction  

Evaluation  Recall and delay of emerging entity inclusion. 

 

Table 12 Functional Requirement for Semantic Search Component 

Identifier RQ7 

Name Semantic Search Component 

Description To prepare and develop tools that search contents for all required 
languages and all required content types. 

Input Query media item 

Output Related multimedia content 

Languages xLiMe languages 

Media XLiMe media 

Motivation Cross-media content enrichment (ZATTOO), Cross-media product 
recommendations (ECONDA) 

Related task T5.1 Semantic search component  

Evaluation  Precision and Recall via cross-validation testing on training data 

 

Table 13 Functional Requirement for Event Monitoring and Opinion Diffusion 

Identifier RQ7 

Name Event Monitoring and Opinion Diffusion 

Description To prepare and develop tools that extract events from the incoming pre-
processed stream of data and track opinion diffusion. 

Input Annotated content 

Output Extended semantic graph 

Languages xLiMe languages 

Media XLiMe media 

Motivation Cross-media brand and topic monitoring (VICO), Cross-media product 
recommendations (ECONDA) 

Related task T5.2 Event monitoring and opinion diffusion 

Evaluation  Precision and Recall via cross-validation testing on training data 

 

Table 14 Functional Requirement for Usage and Performance Analytics and Prediction 

Identifier RQ7 

Name Usage and Performance Analytics and Prediction 
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Description To prepare and develop tools for the analysis and visualization of statistics 
and trends of data flow, as well as predictions for future flow.  

Input Annotated content 

Output Statistics, trends, predictions 

Languages xLiMe languages 

Media XLiMe media 

Motivation Cross-media brand and topic monitoring (VICO), Cross-media product 
recommendations (ECONDA) 

Related task T5.3 Usage and Performance Analytics and Prediction 

Evaluation  Precision and Recall via cross-validation testing on training data 

 

Table 15 Functional Requirement for Recommendation Engine 

Identifier RQ7 

Name Recommendation Engine 

Description To prepare and develop tools for product recommendations.  

Input Annotated content 

Output Recommendations 

Languages xLiMe languages 

Media XLiMe media 

Motivation Cross-media product recommendations (ECONDA) 

Related task T5.3 Recommendation Engine 

Evaluation  Relatedness of the recommendations. 
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3 Conclusions 

This deliverable provides the functional specifications for the demonstrator of the xLiMe project based on a 
critical review of the use cases: ZATTOO, VICO and ECONDA. With respect to the main result of the task 
T1.4, there will be one more subsequent requirements document at the beginning of the final project year, 
providing detailed analysis of revised case studies needs and service opportunities using innovations and 
solutions from the project for the final prototype to be developed in the last year. 

This document is the second output of the task T1.4, building on deliverable D1.4.1, and will be further 
used as source of information for the M27 deliverable D1.4.3 – Requirements for fully functional prototype. 
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